Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18Cy 271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 18 May 1989

Observer J. Gabri

1. Day's activities: Gridding, topographic mapping, collecting; establishing 'camp.'

Crew: Denise, Paula, Trish; Julie arrived ~ 3:30 pm.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Baselines established & re-bar at N200 E0
(Elevation datum in unplowed portion of field),
N100 E200, N300 E200 (in plowed field) and
N200 E300. Several units collected in Quad II
(i.e., area north of N200 line and east of
E200 line).

3. Comments and interpretations: NW corner of each 10 ft x 10 ft collection

unit serves as unit designation.

Field undergoing rapid drying. Sunny, mid-80's F.

Arbitrary elevation of 10 meters established at N200 E0; only
a metric stadial rod available. Readings off rod transferred to
site map, after which they are corrected to 'absolute' measure.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

**DAILY FIELD JOURNAL**

Site: 18 Cr 271

Project: Patuxent Point

Date: 19 May 1989

Observer: J. Grieb

1. Day's activities: Gridding, surface collecting, topographic mapping.

   Crew: Al, Denise

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Collection in Quad II. Some historic architectural debris, but principally flakes, fire-cracked rock and some prehistoric pottery. Completed collection of plowed portion of N 800-200/E 700-300.

3. Comments and interpretations: Sunny, mid-80s°F. Heavy dew in morning, but rapid drying. Joe, Herbert, and Ralph Eschelman visited site between 4pm & 5pm.

   Little historic material in area collected today. Prehistoric material appears to be more or less uniformly distributed. Several projectile points and pottery sherds found.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 20 May 1989
Observer Jim Gibb

1. Day's activities: Collecting, gridding, topographic mapping

Crew: Julie, Dale

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Quad II surface collecting and additional gridding in Quads II, III, and IV.
   Topographic mapping in Quads II, III, and IV.

3. Comments and interpretations: Prehistoric material still appears to be uniformly distributed in Quad II. Historic material, however, appears to be localized along the grid-north and south edges of the plowed field.
   Sunny and mid-80's°F.
1. Day's activities: Collecting

Crew: Karen, Tom, and Brandon (Family)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)


3. Comments and interpretations: Sunny to partly sunny (p.m.), mid-80s.

Made trip to JPPM after work to change transits and to get some more equipment.

Eastern boundary of historic component in Quad III appears to be very well defined.
1. Day's activities: Collecting, gridding

Crew: Tisha, Denise, Gretchen

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Collecting in Quads II, I and IV
Gridding in Quads I and IV

3. Comments and interpretations: Continuing definition of colonial component in south part of site (Quads III, IV and southern edge of I). Scatter in north part of site (Quad I) is curious but diffuse. Recovery of two Rhenish stoneware sherds and a number of brick fragments (some of which may be red earthenware) and handwrought nails is suggestive of an structure.

Cloudy and cool (a.m.) to partly sunny and warmer (≈ 80°F) in p.m.

Prehistoric debra occurs in low densities in Quad I, a distribution consistent with observations on peeler shell on surface.
1. Day's activities: Collecting, gridding, topographic mapping

Crew: Denise, Al (a.m.), Ira (2 p.m. - 9 p.m).

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Collecting and gridding and topographic mapping in Grids I and IV.

3. Comments and interpretations: Findings regarding artifact distributions consistent with those of previous days.

Sunny and warm, 80s°F
1. Day's activities: Collecting, mapping of oyster shell concentrations, analysis of distribution of prehistoric remains (at lab and at home on Sunday morning).

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Completion of surface collection with the collecting of ~40 units in Quad I along north edge of field. Mapping of approximate boundaries of high and low density surface scatter of oyster shell.

3. Comments and interpretations: Collecting produced very little historic debris in Quad I. Oyster shell concentrations flagged and sketched onto contour map. Prehistoric artifact concentrations (12+ pieces per 20 by 20 ft unit) does not appear to coincide with oyster shell concentrations (see accompanying figures).
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 1B-Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 30 May 1989
Observer J. Gibb

1. Day's activities: Survey of plant species on site 2 Gretchen; Gretchen in lab (10am-3pm); assembling of excavation equipment; transportation of 3 table screens to the site; working out excavation strategy.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) Washing several canvas bag loads of artifacts at 5PPM

3. Comments and interpretations: Selected 20 ft interval between excavation units (last projected 57) in order to produce a sample comparable to that taken through surface collecting.

Total of 126 volunteer hours for the month of May (15 pers. days)
7.2 paid hours (9 pers. days)
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

**DAILY FIELD JOURNAL**

1. Day's activities: **Gridding**

   Crew: Trish, Al (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Gridding in loci I & II.

3. Comments and interpretations: Used Gurley as the David White instrument is in need of recalibration.

   Sunny & warm ~ 90°F
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 CN 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 02 June 1989
Observer J. Gabb

1. Day's activities: Excavation of test units, laying out units on E165 line.

Crew: Denise, Trish

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - 2016 NE B completed
   - 816 SE C requires final clearing & documentation

3. Comments and interpretations: Ambiguous stains in 2016 NE B. Probable historic posthole in south edge of 1816 SE C.
   - Sunny and ~90°F
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18Cy 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 03 June 1989
Observer J. Gabb

1. Day's activities: Laying out units, excavation

Crew: Julie (a.m.) Stephen Isenb. (p.m.) Joe Herbert (late p.m.) D. Carlson, Alan, Arthur Crane, Frank, Alice James, Scott Sassiier

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1516 E, 1316 C, F

3. Comments and interpretations: Probable posthole and mold encountered upon exposure of A-horizon in southeast corner of 1516 NE. Artifact return relatively high.

A buried A-horizon or ancient plowzone (stratum E) encountered in 1316 SE. Dark brown silt-loam & crushed oyster shell, lots of bone (some quite large) and 17th artifacts recovered from well below presumed plowzone. Soil is moister, darker and more productive of artifacts than earlier units. Some subsoil (yellow-brown silt-loam) exposed in northeast corner. We may be in fill of a very large 17th century feature.

Joe Herbert reports that he adjusted levels on the David White transit successfully. I recommend that it be cleaned and recalibrated.
1. Day's activities: Excavation

Crew: Gretchen, Claude Crowen, Stephen Israel

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1316 E-G, 2014 A

3. Comments and interpretations: Removal of Stratum 1316 E, which was rich in colonial artifacts, revealed a lens of gray-brown silt & charcoal, oyster and artifact inclusions (Stratum G). As with 1316 E, the soil is silt-loam of a dark brown hue, moderately consolidated. It appears to have escaped modern plowing, although the crushed oyster shell suggests that it had been plowed at one time. Artifacts are fragmentary, but not nearly as much as those from 1316 C.

Partly cloudy, warm (80°F) and humid -- brief shower. Downpour after cessation of work.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18cv271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 07 June 1989
Observer Jim Grace

1. Day's activities: Paperwork, labwork

Crew: Denise & Gretchen

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) Lab

3. Comments and interpretations: Two days of intermittent rain and light rain this morning postponed fieldwork. Continued labwork.

Discovered that Wm. Gardner used two site numbers for the prehistoric (2278) and historic (2271) components. In consultation with Julie and Sharyl, 18cv271 was selected for use on both components.
1. Day's activities: Excavation of sample units.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Completion of 2019, 1819, 1111. Excavated
   approx. 2/3 of 2009.

3. Comments and interpretations: Artifact return along N200 line continues
to be low. Few stairs uncovered in units, but still ambiguous.
Planocene in 2009 appears to be deep -- will level off before proceeding.
Warm (80°F) and variably cloudy.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18CV271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 09 June 1989
Observer: J. Gomez

1. Day's activities: Repackaging and sorting cleaned artifacts; lab work

Crew: None

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Rain day -- labwork

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 CV 231
Project Patuxent Point
Date 10 June 1989
Observer J. Greb

1. Day's activities: Excavation

Crew: Gretchen, Claude, Atwood, Judy, Danny, Marilyn, Julie, Irish

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

2009A, 2004B, 1819 D

3. Comments and interpretations: 2009A completed; poss. post hole in south-center of unit.

2006B started, poor artifact return.

1819D completed; modest artifact return--no features

Bush hogging today by Mr. Brian Gardner.
Day's activities: Excavation, brush clearing

Crew: None

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Completed 2006 B

Cleared woods with farmer, Brian Garner, between 2:15 PM.

Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cr 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 14 June 1989
Observer J. Grebs

1. Day's activities: Gridding, Excavation

   Crew: Denise, Gretchen, Lois

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1879 D, laying in main portions of newly plowed portions of the field - good wash

3. Comments and interpretations: Artifact return from 1879D low, but large well preserved fragments of brown Rhenish stoneware and Unglazed earthenware. Plowsone is thin.
1. Day's activities: Excavation

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 1519A (cleanup), 1319D

3. Comments and interpretations: Artifact return from both units is modest. Some burned earth and charcoal appears along the north edge of 1519A—possibly the edge of a hearth remnant. Severe thunderstorm the previous evening left ground sodden, impeding screening and, no doubt, reducing artifact recovery rates.

Warm, breezy, humid, 80°F partly sunny
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Gridding, collecting

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Grid portions of newly plowed field
Collecting in northern area

3. Comments and interpretations: Virtually no historic material in area collected today. Initial inspection of plowed areas revealed no historic material.

Bill Baree visited 240
Warm, breezy, humid. 80°F, sunny.
1. Day's activities: Excavation, gridding, collecting
   Crew: Trish, Wayne, Abigail, Susan, Michelle, Kay, Sally, Gary, Ken, Pete,
         Jan, Pat, Mike, Debby, Wilkie, Debby, Ethel, Tom

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1319 D, 1019 A, gridding & collecting in newly plowed areas

3. Comments and interpretations: 17thC material recovered from 1319 D & 1019 A
   including one brick from each. Possibility of some late 19thC material
   intermixed -- particularly nails and poss. agere and hardware in
   1019 A. Collecting produced very little historical material. There
   is a concentration of Middle-Late Woodland material, dark
   and small glass shell in NE corner of site
   Collection units recorded by Trish were designated by their
   Northeast rather than Northwest corner: N900 E120, N910 E120.
   Mostly cloudy, 80° F, breezy
1. Day's activities: Excavation, collection, lab
   Crew: Julie, Irish, Atwood, Wilkie, Chris, Mike, Debbie, Sally, Kay, Abigail, Ebel, Tom, Steve, Ned, Pat, Bill, Gary, Ken, Pete, Susan, Michelle

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1811C, 1511B, 1311F, 1011B, collecting NE corner of site, washing material from 1314D, 1014A

   Poured concrete post supports found at base of humus in 1811B and 1311C, and on surface east of 1511B. Prob. agricultural outbuilding from early 20th C. Explains irregular hedgerow along south side of site and increasing return of late 19th/20th C material from neighboring units. Surviving pre-mechanization plowzone at level of concrete supports indicates little impact of on earlier deposits -- the plowzone in 1511B and 1811 is being removed separately from recent humic layer.

   Sunny, 80°F
1. Day's activities: Excavation, elevations

   Crew (Field): Ethel, Beth, Pete, Ned, Stu, Israel, Ken, Kent, Alex, Denise
   
   (Lab): Abigail, Julie, Sally, Ray, At, Pat, Michelle

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1511 B-E, 1311 C-J, 1011 B

3. Comments and interpretations: 1011 B low return, no features, 1511 and 1311 both include concrete post supports in old plow zone, covered by

   loamy humic deposit.

   Sunny, 80° F, dry.

   Lab work under Julie's direction
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 20 June 1989
Observer J. Green

1. Day’s activities: Excavation, labwork

Crew (Field): Ned, Sally, Abigail, Steve, Ken, Kurt, Alex

(Lab): Trish, At, Michelle, Pat, Sally

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1809D, 1509A, 1/3 1309D, 1/4 1009A

3. Comments and interpretations: Ground wasp nest in 1309D -- delay in excavation.

Artifact return from 1809D: 1509A is good, the latter producing some well-preserved ceramics, including Rhenish blue, gray and brown, and N. Devon gravel-tempered, and nearly 1/2 bucket of well-preserved oyster shell.

1009A is dry, well-drained loamy “loess” with little yield.

Butty sunny, 80°F with late afternoon thunderstorms.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 21 June 1989
Observer Jim Cobb

1. Day's activities: Excavation

Crew (Field): Ned (a.m.) Beth, Pete, Seb, Stuart, Kent, Alex, Al, Stue, Gretch, Sally
(p.m.) -- Elaine, Barbara, Ken, Linda, Seychelle; (lab) Pat (a.m.), Al, Sally (p.m.), Michelle

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1809D, 1509A, 1309H-M, 1009A (south 1/2);
1917B, 1717C.

3. Comments and interpretations:

1809D & 1509A failed to produce features.

1309H appears to be a subplowzone midden with a lot of scattered charcoal. 1009A is a plowzone, the upper portion of which is an artifact poor, wind-blown, hedgerow deposit. The soil is very fine-grained and compact.

1917B is plowzone producing a modest amount of 17th C and prehistoric material, but lacking in features. 1717C begun but terminated in face of impending storm.

Variable clouds, humid, 80°F; late afternoon thunderstorms.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cr 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 22 June 1989
Observer J. Grant

1. Day's activities: Excavation
   Crew (Field): Ken, Sally (am), Kay (am), Beth, Pete, Kent, Linda, Seychelle
   (Lab): Al, Kay, Sally, Michelle

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 28 June 1989

Observer J. Gubbe

1. Day's activities: Excavation, Stopping

Crew (Field): Gary, Sally, Ken, Linda, Seychelle, Elaine, Barbara, Toshi, Jasmine (p.m.)

Key (a.m.)

Lab: At, Michele, Kay (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1913, 1713, 1913

Stopped periphery

3. Comments and interpretations:

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________
Jefferson Fatterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18-Cv-271
Project: Potomac Point
Date: 24 June 1999
Observer: J. Kent

1. Day's activities: Labwork, excavation
   Field: Kent, Alan, Miller, Alice; Lab: Wager, Peggy, Ats, Sally, Kay, Michele, Alex, Fred, Ellen

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features)
   1713D, 1413D

3. Comments and interpretations: Heavy showers in morning -- rest of crew in lab all day. 20thC outbuilding/post support (concrete) below humus (stratum D) in 1913. Plowzone (stratum H) excavated separately. Porch 1713C cellar hole in east half of 1713D -- 1713C opened up to define it.
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Excavation

   Field only: Elaine, Barbara, Ali, Millie, Trish, Julie, Kay, Bill, Alan, Sally
   Jane, Alex, Kent, Wayne, Ellen & Alice

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1910B, 1710C, 1410, 1413, 1713D-C

3. Comments and interpretations: Feature exposed in 1713D-C appears to be
   abandoned storage pit or ashy fall. Possible prehistoric postmold
   along center-south wall of 1910B. Large oyster shell filled pit
   in 1413. A carved bone handle, tin glazed earthenware, blue-gray
   Rhineland stoneware in top of pit.
   Postmold in concrete support excavated in 1413--lower strata are
   merely old plowzone in rest of unit.

   The bone handle listed above was inadverdently assigned to
   the wrong test unit. It was found in Square 1710 Stratum C.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum  
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL  

Site 18 Cr 271  
Project Patuxent Point  
Date 28 June 1989  
Observer J. Gibb

1. Day's activities: Excavation, contour readings, plant identification

Area: Greckon, Al

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 
Grooved pots from recently plowed areas.  
1110 B-P

3. Comments and interpretations: Stratum 1110 F contained little shell and may be part of the same bedrock lean deposit seen in 1989.  
1110 K contained lots of crushed shell, indicating an old plowzone, but little 17th c. cultural material. 1110 F is an E-horizon removed separately. It contained a few flakes and prehistoric pottery shards. The 'postmold' identified in 1110 K is still visible after removal of 1110 P and is located near center of the unit.  
Variable cloudiness, humid, 80°F
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Gy 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 29 June 1989
Observer J. Gier

1. Day's activities: Gidding, contour mapping, collecting

   Crew: Tish Paula (en)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Gidding & mapping newly planted areas

3. Comments and interpretations: Contour mapping of plowed area completed.

   Only the wooded areas remain to be done.

   Varibly cloudy & mild; upper 70's F.

   Collecting surface heavily washed and dried.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18 Cu 271
Project: Potomac Point
Date: 25 July 1989
Observer: J. G. R.

1. Day's activities: Paperwork, labwork

Areas: Gretchen

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Ev 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 06 July 1989
Observer J. Gage

1. Day's activities: Lab work

Crew: Al

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)


Instructions from Julie -- remain in lab through Sunday.
09 July 1989.

Lab crew:
07: Jim (contour map, survey log, soil sample inventory)
08: Jim (draughting, ordering surface collection)

Dale (p.m. -- re-bagging cleaned artifacts, sorting)
09: Jim (ordering surface collection,

Kitchen (washing artifacts

Scott Sassier (washing artifacts -- p.m.)

...
1. Day's activities: Excavation

Crew: Denise, Al

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 1117 B, 10/6B

3. Comments and interpretations: Thin humus developed above old plowzone in both units, but neither yield significant late material. Artifact return from both units is good and shell yield is moderate.

Hot, humid, variable cloudiness.
1. Day's activities: **Excavation**

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: **1016 F** appears to be a remnant of the occupation surface of the colonial component. Little of apparent interest survives. For analytical purposes, 1016 B and 1016 F can be combined.

**1115B** extends to undisturbed subsoil with no surviving trace of an occupation surface. One half of a circular feature, however, survives in the east half of the unit. The fill is a fine silt with very little oyster shell; in contrast to the crushed shell laden overburden.

Variable cloudiness, 80°F, occasional light showers
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site  18 CV 241
Project  Patuxent Point
Date  14 July 1989
Observer  J. G. B.

1. Day's activities:  Excavation
   Crew: Denise

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   113A, 113E, 1908A

3. Comments and interpretations:  1908A ½ completed. Appears to be thin plowzone with little cultural material. 113A is 20th C humus--113E is old plowzone with low artifact yield. p.m. visitors: J. Batch, D. Curry, M. Cavanaugh.
   Clear, hot, humid ~90°F.
1. Day's activities: Excavation

George Wilkie(?)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 1908A, 1708D

3. Comments and interpretations: Neither unit yielded much in artifacts nor features.
1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Weather most foul as rain began falling around 5:30 and continued through the day, very heavy at times.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site  18 CV 271

Date  19 July 1989

Observer  J. Gibb

1. Day's activities: Excavation

Crew: Gretchen, Denise, Paul, Tash (late p.m.), Karen (late p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

- 917 C/G
- 915 D/H

3. Comments and interpretations: Both 917 & 915 appear to mark edge of colonial component by their low artifact yields. 915 did produce some late architectural hardware. Neither unit produced much oyster shell -- crushed or whole.

Gifted & talented students from Anne Arundel Co. visited in company of Al Wenkoebach and Ed Flanagan.
Jefferson Fatterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 20 July 1989
Observer J. Garcia

1. Day's activities: Excavation, gridding

   Crew: Denise, Al, Bill, Joe, Paul; Willie, Susan, Jeremy (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1906 D, 3014 A, 3016 B

3. Comments and interpretations: Return from 1906D moderate, but no features.

   Return from 3014A and first quad of 3016B low to poor.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 21 July 1989
Observer: J. Gass

1. Day's activities: Excavation, feature definition
   Crew: Paul, Trish, Dennis Payne and crew; Mark Beograd, Dave Moran
   Anna, Cathy, Lisa, Mark, Ken, Robert, Ester

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Trenches I-III, 1713A-B

3. Comments and interpretations: With exception of grave shaft at the
   western end of Trench I, all features in Trenches I-III
   appear to be prehistoric. 1713A-B excavated to expose remainder
   of ash-filled pit.
   Hot, high 90° F, humid, mostly sunny.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Sy 771
Project Patuxent Point
Date 22 July 1989
Observer J. Gribb

1. Day's activities: Cleaning Trenches, excavation.
   Crew: Paul (a.m.), Gretchen, Dennis Pogue and Crew: Hal, John Swizzle.
   Ester, Mickey, Lisa, Anna, Ken, Robert.
   Also: Sally Hughes and her friend Lindsay.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1713 A-D cleanup, 1913 B (completing excavation).
   1310 - Trenches IV-V.

3. Comments and interpretations: Several possible structural features in Trench IV.
   Artifact return from 1310 E. good.

Hot, high 90's, humid, sunny.
1. Day's activities: **Excavation**
   Crews: None

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1316

3. Comments and interpretations: Removal of rest of plowzone and
   Discovering exposed large feature with irregular edge
   Hot, 90°F, sunny, humid
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18CV271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 26 July 1989
Observer: W. Griss

1. Day's activities: Excavation
   Crew: Denise, Paula, Gretchen, Tasha & Lucie; Ali & Christie (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   3019, 2319, 3316 and 2/3 of 3016

3. Comments and interpretations: Dry -- very, very dry
   Hot, mid 90's F, humid, still, sunny
1. Day's activities: Excavation, setting up units
   Credit: None

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   3319 D, laying out units in main area

3. Comments and interpretations: 3319 D produced a few flakes and prehistoric pottery, but only one nail and a possible piece of brick. Northern locus appears to be 'dry.' Units at south locus laid out to increase sample from 8.5 to 10.5.
   Hot, 90°F, humid, sunny
1. Day's activities: **Excavation**
   Crew: Denise, Judy, Trish, Jason (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1810 B, 1813 A

3. Comments and interpretations: Martin Tillett brought group out in p.m. for visit.
   Both units productive of 17th C artifacts and probable features.
   Porosity, 85F, dry, sunny
Day's activities: Excavation

Crew: Gretchen, Alice, Scott (pm), Dick, Mary Johnson, visitors

Areas and levels worked or supervised: 1513A, 1711C

Comments and interpretations: Structural post hole and paired molds in 1711C. One mold filled with homogeneous gray silt, the other with matted silt, charcoal and burned daub.

Warm, 80°F, breezy, sunny
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Excavation
   Crew: Julie (late pm)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1709C; cleanup of 1711C; 15/3A; 18/3A

3. Comments and interpretations: larger shell feature in 1709C, southwest corner.
   Variable cloudy, warm, 80°F, breezy
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 241
Project Patuxent Point
Date 02 August 1989
Observer J. Grieb

1. Day's activities: Excavation

Crew: Gretchen, Paula; Sharon & Jason (e.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1411 C, G; 1310 C, G.

3. Comments and interpretations: 1310 C, G are producing less material than 1411 C, G.
1. Day's activities: Excavation, elevations
   Crew: Trish

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1310 G, elevations on terminated units

3. Comments and interpretations: Post hole in 1310 G; artifact yield
   Cool, 80's F, breezy, variable cloudiness.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 04 August 1989
Observer: J. Gardner

1. Day's activities: Excavation, site map
   Crew: Sharon Jason (9:30-11:30)
   Visitors: Lois, Joe (friend)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
   One, possibly two postholes/molds along western edge of 1815 B. Artifact yield good to a seemingly wide variety of ceramic wares.
   Map at 1:160 of main part of 17th C component drawn up to check units on-the-ground, to map backhoe trenches and to provide base map for features.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum  
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Site: 18 Cy 291
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 05 August 1989
Observer: J. Gee

1. Day's activities: Elevations of excavation units, Excavation
   Crew: Wilkie, Steve Israel (p.m.)  Visitor: Beery (winter; p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   16 W 6 B

3. Comments and interpretations: Good artifact yield; large feature in southwest quad filled with burned oyster shell.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18Cy271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 06 August 1989
Observer J. Gueve

1. Day's activities: Excavation
   Crew: Steve Israel, Lucie Eckersall; Gretchen (lab)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1616B clean up; 1515A

3. Comments and interpretations: Artifact yield good; poss. post molds in northwest corner and along central part of south wall.
1. Day's activities: Excavation
   Crew: Gretchen
   Visitors: Julie (a.m.); Mike Burns (10 a.m.) (machine operator)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   16 14 B

3. Comments and interpretations: Artifact yield modest; possibly testing ditches in south half.
1. Day's activities: Paperwork, labwork, meeting
   Crew: Paula (lab)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Map making, summary stats for Phases I - III; Meeting with Mike Hoke of Great Mills Trading Post at Pax Pt 2pm to discuss estimate on stopping.

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Site maps at 1:60 and 1:120; the former for features, the latter for trench and excavation unit locations.

   Locus 1 → 60 units  Locus 2 → 6 units  Total (66 units (5x5 ft)

   Locus 1
   Dimensions  Area (ft²)  # units  % sample
   120x120  19,400  60  10.4%
   100x100  10,000  50  12.5%

   # N90-190, E80-180
   Phase I - Surface collection in 10x10 ft. units
   approx 880 units collected
   approx 1000 elevation points measured for topographic map
   Plant species identified in field & surrounding hedgerows
1. Day’s activities: Feature definition and excavation; hand-stripping 1710/1711A
Crew: Gretchen, Susan Brocoe.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
2114E defined, mapped; beginning bisection
1709-1711; two units stripped, revealing features.

3. Comments and interpretations: 2114E is oyster oven, backfilled with shells and some shell-tempered pottery sherds.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cl 271
Project: Palexemut Point
Date: 12 August, 1989
Observer: J. Green

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation, hand stripping, lab work
   Crew: Gretchen, Susan, Wilkie, Abigail

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   2114E, 1711E, 1711F, 1711G
   Stripping 1609 B/C and 1610 D

3. Comments and interpretations: 2114E is fairly shallow oyster inter
   with good C14 sample from bottom and shell-tempered pottery
   from fill.
   1711E and 1711F both appear to be shallow postmolds and lack
   artifacts. 1711G section incomplete.
Jefferson Fatterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cv 271
Project: Pahvant Bunt
Date: 13 August 1989
Observer: J. Graham

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crews: Bretken, Susan, Wilkie, Abigail (ain), Alice, Scott, Stuei, Jule

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   17/11 E, E, G; 21/4 E, E;

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Gretchen, Susan, Tracy

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   2215E, 2216E-G (North half)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cr 291
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 10 August 1999
Observer: J. Gam

1. Day's activities: Feature definition
   Crew: Gretchen, Lois Nutwell, Paula, Tricia, Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   2210 E-G, 1709-1711, 1713

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Planview of 1713; Profile of 2210 E-G.
   Feature definition (shell feature) in 1709-1711.
   Shell feature is well-defined (i.e., no trailing of edge) and yields colonial material and a fair amount of well-preserved bone.
   Previous on 2210 corrected (originally called 2310).
   All field notes and bags have been changed accordingly.
   Warm, humid, mostly sunny. 80°F
Jefferson Fatterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 17 August 1989
Observer J. G.

1. Day's activities: Handstrapping & feature definition
   Crew: Denise

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1601 A/B

3. Comments and interpretations: Shell feature continues into trees to the south. Same density of shell & bone.
   Possible 20th century post hole filled with mortar and machine-made brick found in 1609 A/C.
   1610 A/B and 1611 A handstrapped.
Jefferson Patterson Park &
Museum
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 19 August 1989
Observer J. Smith

1. Day's activities: Labwork

Crew: Gretchen, Kent, Alice, Scott (p.m.); Julie (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Lab

3. Comments and interpretations: Day off on 18 Ave. Kent worked on Smith site labwork that day.

Site too muddy for fieldwork, although the rains of the previous day appear not to have caused any mischief.

Inventoried all excavation units (viz., 5 x 5 ft. sample units that were screened). All have been sampled for soil and elevations taken at 2 or more points.
1. Day's activities: Feature definition & excavation
   Crew: Denise, Judy, Kent, Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1713E 1611A/B

3. Comments and interpretations: Multiple, interbedded strata in 1713E,
   removing south half as one stratum.
   Shovel feature continues to be well-defined in 1611; the
   reddened earth and charcoal in 1611B is more anomalous,
   although at least one posthole and mold is evident.
1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Paula, Gretchen, Lucie  Visitor: Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1713E (south half); 1713X/XX

3. Comments and interpretations: Completion of south half of large pit feature in 1713. It has been called 1713E as no attempt was made to distinguish among the many lenses.
   Small, post hole to the north and west of the large pit was sectioned along two planes. Two post molds, very subtle and at either end of the post hole, were defined. Posthole appears to have been dug with a spade judging from its straight, regular walls. Little cultural material recovered.
   Word of additional funding delivered by Julie.
   Variable cloudiness and showers (brief) in morning, mostly sunny, warm and breezy in the afternoon.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18.Cv.271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 24 August 1989
Observer J. Grigs

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Irsh Denise

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   2210, 1713

3. Comments and interpretations: South half of 2210 removed.
   1713 X planviewed and sectioned after previous day's excavation
   1713 Y, a post hole and double mold along north edge of unit
   sectioned. North post is original to hole while the south post appears to have been a replacement or adjunct driven into the same hole.
1. Day's activities: Feature definition, equipment collecting

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1609 C, 2109

3. Comments and interpretations: Shell feature and 20thC posthole in 1609C.

Additional stripping in 2109 to expose grave shaft -- ritually filled and scored. Three points of 10' grid square established.

Memo from Julie re: grave excavation by Diane & Tom Hohensinner -- no mention of letter from attorney general's office.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cr 231
Project Patuxent Point
Date 26 August 1989
Observer J. Gabe

1. Day's activities: Stripping, Grave No. 1 excavation
   Crew: Diane, Tom, Kent, Alice, Scott, Claude, Leona, Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Most of cut in and around the grave stripped as well as cemetery area.
   1/2 of Grave No. 1 excavated -- no remains yet.

3. Comments and interpretations:


Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 27 August 1989
Observer J. Green

1. Day's activities: Feature definition and excavation; flyover
   Crew: Gretchen, Alice, Scott, Abigail and Adrian Turnoski
   Visitors: Steve and the Mitchells

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Grave No. 1 - head; upper torso exposed
   At least seven others including two infants
   and four superimposed.

3. Comments and interpretations: Cameras loaned to Stuart Reeve.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18.C.271
Project Patuxent Project
Date 30 August 1984
Observer J. Green

1. Day's activities: Future definition and excavation
   Crew: Denise, Gretchen, Paula, Trish
   Visitors: Julie, Mr. Scheible--grandfather of the Bailey Bros.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1713E profile
   2109/Grave No. 1
   Cemetery

3. Comments and interpretations: Profile of 1713E completed.
   Second half of 2109/Grave No. 1 excavated to top of coffin.
   Little remains besides two symmetrically placed nails at the lower thorax-pelvic region, two at the toe-end of the grave
   and thin bands of wood along either side of the grave.
   Rodent disturbance at toe-end and along west side caused some displacement of the nails as soon as they were measured.

   Julie took color slides of 1713E

   Hot, mostly sunny and humid, 90°F
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 CY 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 31 August 1989
Observer: J. Gnee

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation and mapping.
   Crew: Denise, Inzh (pm)
   Visitors: Dan, Pat from Pennsylvania; Julie, Karen, Betty

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Munsells on 1713F
   1713Y, 1711G
   Definition of coffin fill
   Mapping of cemetery -- Roman numerals assigned to each well defined grave

3. Comments and interpretations: Betty recommends use of wet towels or spray bottles to prevent rapid drying of all specimens and use of newspapers to buffer rapidly changing moisture levels on exposed human remains.
   Memo from Julie re: staff meeting on better allocation of time.
   Operations shut down for at least one week.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cr 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 01 September 1989
Observer: J. Graa

1. Day's activities: Shutting down site (a.m.); trash clean-up and
   return to Annapolis.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas,
   levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:


Jefferson-Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Lab work; field visit

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Chart
   - Inventory of surface collection units
   - Additional 'rocking-down' of plastic at site in anticipation of storm
   - Distribution of tree species on sketch map of site
   - Organization of surface collection bags

3. Comments and interpretations: Field visit 2:11 am -- site is in good order; only minor adjustments of plastic necessary and addition of rocks.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cv 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 22 Sept. 1989
Observer: J. Gibb

1. Day's activities: Labwork

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Surface collection, excavation, unit bags filed

3. Comments and interpretations: 13/11 C material had been properly labelled, but the bags were labelled 'G' rather than 'C'. Dates of excavation and bag contents were checked against log sheets for 18-19 June and unit stratum forms. Corrections made to bags today.
1. Day's activities: Background research, writing

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: Site location, geology/soils, flora.

3. Comments and interpretations: Used Calvert County topographic map K-39 to identify project location and to map its position relative to the Compton Archaeological Project area. Completed draughts of site location and geology/soils sections. Floral community study will be done largely as an appendix based on Gretchen's identifications.
1. Day's activities: Grave No. 1 excavation.

2. Areas worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) Exposed remainder of corpse in Grave No. 1

3. Comments and interpretations: Ray interested in documenting orientation of grave shafts. Addition prob. infant shaft filled. Gravel found to north. Sunny, breezy, cool
1. Day's activities: Excavation of Graves #2 (2108E) & #3 (2108E).
   Crew: Denise, Gretchen, Paula; A1 (late p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Down to top of coffin in 2108E (#2) as evidenced by poorly preserved wood and handwrought nails. Pitted coarse pottery & flakes in overlying fill. Poss. adult female.
   2108F (#3) is very shallow. Left temporal inadvertently pierced by tool leading to discovery. Appears to be subadult female. As with #1, subject is supine, oriented north and facing west. No evidence of a coffin as yet.
1. Day's activities: Grave excavation, Nos. 2, 3; 4. 
   Found: Denise, Paul, 

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 

3. Comments and interpretations: *2 appears to be mature adult, poss. male, in supine position, oriented to north, facing west. Severely worn incisors but incomplete fusing of sutures; robust leg bones. 
   *3 also supine, oriented north, facing east. The body, however, is slightly twisted to the left with right foot above left. Appears to be subadult female, no coffin, shallow grave. Biceps strain on left. 
   *4 is an infant in relatively shallow grave, oriented south, facing upright. Fontanelle covered but sutures unfused. Two spontaneous
   bony/spongy from intramembr intra-5, but no evidence of a coffin.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 301
Project Patuxent Point
Date 29 Sept 1989
Observer J. Guhr

1. Day's activities: Excavation Graves No 2, 4, 5.
   Crew: Paula, Denise
   Visitors: All (late p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Graves No 2 (2108 G), 4 (2208 E) and 5 (2208 F, G).

3. Comments and interpretations: Infant grave (No 4) appears not to have a coffin; the few nails probably coming from one corner of the molded Grave No 5. Moreover, the infant's head is oriented to 45 degrees south unlike the other four bodies.
Day's activities: Excavation

Crew: Al (9 a.m.)

Visitors: Julie (9 a.m.)

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Grave No. 6 (22084)

Comments and interpretations: Defining coffin, which is poorly preserved. Probable subadult, head oriented to grid south. Grave fill is sandy gravel with occasional lumps of oystershell and dark-brown silt loam. No historic material - small amount of prehistoric.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 01 October 1989
Observer J. Grae

1. Day's activities: Grave No. 7 excavation (fill)
   Crew: Alice, Scott, Jennifer

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Gravel filled feature very difficult
to define. No artifacts.
   Cloudy, breezy, rain throughout afternoon. Shut down at 2:30 pm.
1. Day's activities: Grave 7 and Grave No. 8 excavation (fill)
   Crew: Gretchen, Denise, Paula, Al (am)
   Visitors: Tosh

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Grave No. 7 appears not to be a grave although its function has not been determined. Outline of feature is highly suspect but juxtaposition of silt and sand/gravely layers remains to be explained.

   Grave No. 8 fill producing many small chipped flakes, lots of shell, 1 quartz flake and some prehistoric pottery. A small shred of Westerwald -- the only non-mortuary artifact occurred from the graves to date -- was found.

   Data from grave fill of these excavated indicate no historic activities in this area besides burial and subsequent plowing.

   Unpolished artifact bag begun today to collect study materials for education department.

   Sunny, breezy, cool 70°F
1. Day's activities: Excavation, Grave No. 8 (2208 J) and 9 (2208 K).
   Crew: Paula, Denise, Trish.
   Visitors: Al, Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Grave No. 8 appears to be a well-preserved adult male. An empty bucket fell into the open grave when the tarp was pulled over at lunch, shattering the cranum (mostly along its sutures) and the proximal end of the left radius. No evidence of a coffin, no historic material other than the sherd noted yesterday and lots of prehistoric material.

   Grave fill of No. 9 is producing hand-wrought nails and bone, at least one of which is immature tarsal/carpal -- no doubt from coffin and body of No. 11. The intruded grave? One slateite cobble found with irregular groove around the long axis circumference. My money is on a prehistoric fishing weight.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cr 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date  06 October 1989
Observer J. Glass

1. Day's activities: Excavation
   Graves: Paula, Denise; A (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   Grave No. 9 (2208 K) and 10 (2107 E)

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Recovery of a small cut stone setting (?) and metapodials from Grave No. 9 fill. No coffin. Prob. young adult female--excellent condition. Shall Grave shaft No. 11 visible in profile.
   A new grave shaft--No. 13--uncovered just west of No. 10.
   Clear, warm ~80°F, light breeze
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Punt
Date: 07 October 1989
Observer: J. Greer

1. Day's activities: Excavation, mapping
   Crew: None

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Grave No. 10 (2107E); mapped Grave No. 13 (2109E)

3. Comments and interpretations: Large pieces of human bone recovered from Grave No. 10, including vertebrae and a complete radius. A large piece of bottle glass (4 in²) was also recovered from the fill.

   Breezy, clear, cool (~65°F)
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cy 271
Project Patawent Paint
Date 08 October 1989 (Sun)
Observer J. Gibbs

1. Day's activities: Excavation
   Crew: Claude, Stephen, Scott, Alice (p.m.)
   Visitors: Sarah (Steve's ward) and three groups of local -- 8 people

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Grave No. 10 (2107 E), Grave No. 13 (2107 E)

3. Comments and interpretations: Continuing to recover redeposited human remains, handmade nails, nails and prehistoric material from Grave No. 10.
   Grave No. 13 is relatively shallow, producing few oyster shells, but some fire-cracked rock, a Selby Bay phase, chalcedony point and some flakes.
   Clear, and warm 75°F
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 11 October 1989

Observer J. Gregg

1. Day's activities: Excavation

Crew: Denise, Gretchen, Al, Paula

Visitors: Sally McGaugh, Randi Voight, Pat Pt. salesperson (Scott)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Grave No. 10 (Z107E) and 13 (Z107E)

3. Comments and interpretations: Came from Grave No. 11 projecting from fill into fill of Grave No. 10. No. 10 appears not to have a coffin. The remains are well-preserved. Prob. male. 30-40 years.

Grave No. 13 does have a coffin, albeit poorly preserved. It is a child. A brass pin was found directly on its cranium, just above the parietal/frontal suture.
1. Day's activities: Grave excavation
   Crew: Denise, Paula, Al, Trash
   Visitors: Local couple, Julie, Dave MacGregor

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Grave Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13

   Started No. 12. Grave No. 11 contains remains of a very young child -- minus its feet (Grave No. 9) and probably its head (Grave No. 10) -- about halfway down in grave fill. A coffin can be defined. Possibility of an adult grave at bottom of shaft.
Day's activities: Excavation (a.m.) General staff meeting (p.m.)
Crew: Elaine, Tas, Julie

Areas and levels worked or supervised: 2208 M (Grave No. 11) and 2207 E (Grave No. 12)

Comments and interpretations: Cranium of child in 2207 E not far below grade, nor is remnant of infant burial in 2208 M. Cofin discernable in the latter, the fill of which will be excavated as 2208 N.
1. Day's activities: Grave excavation
   Curator: Tom & Dame Untheitaner
   Visitors: Julie & 5 students

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Grave: Nos 11, 12 and 16

3. Comments and interpretations: Grave No 11--young child, feet and torso/head
   look like grave intrusions.
   Grave No 12--adult cranium, femur and right humerus.
   Remains of body piled next to cranium of Grave No 10.
   Grave No 16--adult; left temporal/parietal shattered
   and mandible displaced. Appears to have occurred
   prior to interment.
Day's activities: Grave clean up and photography
Crew: Trish, Julie (a.m./early p.m.) Scott, Alice (late p.m.)

Areas and levels worked or supervised: Grave N°s 1, 6, 4 and 5.

Comments and interpretations: Photographed Grave N°s 1 and 6.
Sunny, clear, warm
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 18 October 1989 - 21 October
Observer J. Giss

1. Day's activities: Lab work
   (Crew: Paula, Gretchen, Monique (Wed); Monique, Susan (Thurs)
   Monique (Fri), No crew on Sat)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   (1) Training Monique
   (2) Washing artifacts
   (3) Organizing processed material
   (4) Cataloguing
   (5) Presentations to Anne Arundel Chapt/ASM 8 pm Shaw/Bldg
   (6) To JPPM staff 12 to 1 pm, 10/19/89

3. Comments and interpretations: Julie in lab or on premises most of Wed,
   Thurs, Fri. Although not engaged in Patuxent Point activities,
   available for questions. 
Site: 18 Cy 271
Project: Tabusent Point
Date: 22 October 1989
Observer: J. Gies

1. Day's activities: Clean-up; Photography (a.m.); Late (p.m.)
   Crew: None

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Grave No. 4
   - Bagged 1713E
   Notes: reading list for Marie-

3. Comments and interpretations: Lots of burned daub in 1713E.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 25 October 1989
Observer J. GBB

1. Day's activities: Grave cleanup
   Group: Gretchen, Denise, Al, Karen Smith

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Grave Nos. 9 (Al), 8 (Denise) and
   3 (Gretchen: Karen)

3. Comments and interpretations: Very muddy due to rains of previous week and heavy morning dew.
   Sunny, warm, 70°F
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cr 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 26 October 1989
Observer: J. Guest

1. Day's activities: Removal of Burials
   Crew: Trish (a.m.); Karen, Monique, Al

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   #1 Monique
   #2 Trish
   #3 Karen
   #10 Al

   Left fibula shattered in Grave No 10.
   Posterior surface of vertebrae/crura exfoliated in Grave No 3.
   Redeposited remains at head of Grave No 10 are being removed and bagged as Grave No 11/12 -- undoubtedly they are associated with Grave No 12.
1. Day's activities: Grave removal
   Crew: Al, Kent, Susan; Peggy
   Visitors: JPPM staff, Atwood

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Grave No. 2 -- right half of shoulder girdle is folded up, the clavicle displaced and underlying the cranium and the coracoid process lying next to and parallel to the nasium. The thoracic cavity and shoulder girdle underlie the coffin wood suggesting the body had fallen through the coffin floor and onto the cavity created by an irregular grave floor.

   Said sample taken from pelvis cavity of Grave No. 1 because seed-like inclusions were noted in the area at time of excavation.
Jefferson Patterson Park &
Museum
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Site  18 Cv 271
Project  Patuxent Point
Date  28 October 1989
Observer  J. Gribb

1. Day’s activities: Grave removal, soil sampling
   Crew: Wayne, Kent, Susan B., Michele, Abigail, Kay, Tom, Diane
   Visitors: Julie (a.m.) Lab: Atwood, Elaine

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Soil samples of aprx 2 cups taken from
   soil around 'below bones of pelvic and thoracic cavities; except
   for Grave No. 10-11 which are general scrapings from grave floor.
   Grave No. 3 -- brass pin in cervical area.
   Grave No. 4 -- 2 brass pins, no precise provenience
   Grave No. 12 -- brass pin, no precise provenience
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cv 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 29 October 1989
Observer: J. Greb

1. Day's activities: Grave removal & clean-up
   Crew: Kent, Kay, Alexandra, Jane, Trish, Claude, Tom, Diane, Alice
   Susan, Abigail
   Lab: Atwood, Sally
   Visitors: Bland, Shirley, Rick Bailey, family, five townhouse residents

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Clean-up; photo of Grave No. 18

3. Comments and interpretations:
Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 13 November 1989
Observer J. GARR

1. Day's activities: Gridding, hand stopping
Crew: Monique, Stu, Trish; Julie (a.m.), Paula (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

  Gridding stripped area
  hand stopping around trees

3. Comments and interpretations: Near precise correlation between original and replacement grids. N180 E100 and N180 E180 were re-established on 11 November 1989 by professional surveyors with Julie (Saturday a.m.) Re-bar used at both points. Re-bar set at N140 E100.

Purchase made of 30 gutter spikes and 2 boxes (24) shiners.
1. Day's activities:  **Handstrapping and feature definition**
   
   Crew: Trish, Monique, Stu, Gretchen; Julie (a.m.)
   
   Visitors: two townhouse residents.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised:  **Handstrapping around trees**  
   
   Feature definition in 1814 and 1815 and 1715

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 CV 271
Project Patoxent Point
Date 15 November 1989
Observer J. Gegg

1. Day's activities: feature definition
   Crew: Monique, Stu, Paula, Denise, Julie (cam.)
   Visitors: Wayne

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: lots of features including three-four large structural postholes aligned edge of eastern grade pile in a line, and two circular features with burned debre around edges and a miscellany of other small postholes and other features.
   Many artifactuals collected for study collection.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 16 November 1989
Observer J. Gehr

1. Day's activities: Lab work
   Crew: Monique, Susan Erdt

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 17 November 1989
Observer J. Gergis

1. Day's activities: Feature definition and mapping
   Crew: Sty, Monique, Paula, Denise, Trish (p.m.); Julie (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   E150 line traversing

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: feature definition and mapping
   (Team: Sue, Monique, Julie (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 21 November 1989
Observer J. Gubitz

1. Day's activities: Covering site during windstorm; labwork.
   Jim (a.m.); Stu and Monique.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Mapping features on main site map.

3. Comments and interpretations: Main structure is clearly beneath the
grade pile on east side of site. Possible pens or outbuildings
off northwest corner.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

**DAILY FIELD JOURNAL**

1. Day's activities: Feature definition and mapping.
   - Crew: Stu, Monique
   - Visitors: Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - 1613, 1813

3. Comments and interpretations:

   -
   -
   -
   -
   -
   -
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 CV 271

Project: Patuxent Point

Date: 28 November 1989

Observer: J. Grub

1. Day's activities: Feature definition, mapping
   Areas: Stu (a.m.), Monique
   Visitor: Julie (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Feature definition & mapping
   Crew: Stu, Monique, Denise, Paula, Gretchen (lab)
   Visitor: Julie (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Features (cultural) appear to be concentrated east of the East-100 line. No further grading to the west is anticipated.
1. Day's activities: Feature definition and mapping
   Crew: Shy, Monique, Al, Julie and Tasha (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site  18-Cv-271

Project  Patuxent River

Date  12/01/89

Observer  J. Grigg

1. Day's activities: Feature definition and mapping
   Crew: Stu, Monique, Insh

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 12/04/1989
Observer Jim Gibbs

1. Day's activities: Repair of shelter and ground tarps (damaged by high winds from the previous day). Attempt at feature definition; labwork. Crew: Monique, Su: Paula (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

Ground frozen and intractable. Fieldwork for day terminated at 11:30 a.m.; cancelled for following day at 2 p.m.

3. Comments and interpretations:


1. Day's activities: Feature definition and mapping
   Crew: Trish, Monique, Stu, Paula

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Southwest corner of site, Prov. 17th C.
   Fence line uncovered 2 10-11 ft centers running east-west.

3. Comments and interpretations: A ball clay pipe bowl & molded spikeman figure found while cleaning unit south of large oyster shell feature. It was bagged as #1500 along with pipe stems from that 10x10 ft unit.
1. Day's activities:

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Travelling and mapping
   Crew: Monique, Denise, A1

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1510, 1410, 1310, 1210, 1209

3. Comments and interpretations: Two small post holes along south edge of stumped area suggest a post and barbed wire fence.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 22 January 1990 (Mon)
Observer J. Graes

1. Day's activities: Travelling & mapping
   Crew: Stan, Monique, Trish, and Paula

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1510, 1411, 1311, 1211

3. Comments and interpretations: Possibly more postholes along south edge.
   Well-developed E-horizon in grove is obscuring features.
   8pm meeting with Julie -- noted cracked windshield;
   probably caused by mapping Greene Fri. pm or Mon a.m.
   Discussed zigzag alignment of post holes and double
   muids across middle of site. Similar to post and rail
   fence depicted in Susquehanna report.
   Preparing for talk in Dan Ingerson's Material Culture
   course at St. Mary's College -- seeking interns.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Pond
Date 23 January 1990 (Tuesday)
Observer J. Grab

1. Day's activities: Travelling and mapping.
   Crew: Stu, Monique, Denise, Paula

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Leaving at 10am to give presentation in Ingersoll's class. Stu will be supervising in my absence.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cu 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 24 January 1990 (Wed)
Observer: J. Gar

1. Day's activities: Travelling, mapping, additional gridding along N120 line.
   Crew: Su, Monique, Al

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Reddened area around shell pit is complicated and includes 1 and perhaps 2 posthole/molds. Rectilinear reddened areas may represent burned timbers, but await further examination.

   25-26 January 1990
   In lab due to rain.
Site: 18 Cu 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 29 January 1990
Observer: J. Grubbs.

1. Day's activities: Travelling & mapping
   Crew: Sue, Monique, Paula.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Southwestern portion of stripped area.

3. Comments and interpretations: Large "cellar" encountered in 1816 (?) uncovered. It appears to extend into partial squares and beneath grade pile. 19th/20th C fence line continues along south edge of graded area. Well-preserved machine-cut & headed nails visible in last three mapped today.
   Completion of travelling and mapping stripped area, the fire-reddened area near the large shell pit excepted. Two 5 by 5 squares requiring mapping there. (1611?)
   Anticipate re-establishment of E200 line tomorrow before additional plowzone units are laid out.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Q 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 30 January 1989
Observer J. Geary

1. Day's activities: Gridding, excavation of plowzone units
   Crew: Denise, Morrie, Paula, Stu, Trish.
   Visitors: Wayne (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   2070A, 1820A
   Gridded north of cemetery

3. Comments and interpretations: Artifact return, prehistoric and historic, is poor to moderate from 2070A & 1820A. Both units near completion.
   Prehistoric locus north of cemetery prepared for laying out of test units.
1. Day's activities: Excavation and grading
   - Crew: Shy, Monique

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Completed 2020A, 1820A; dug 1670A to completion
   - Laid out 2606A & 2706B

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Excavation
   Crews: Denise, Al, Monique; Trash (11am-3pm)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   2606A, 2706B

3. Comments and interpretations: Two probable graveshafs exposed in 2606A.
1. Day’s activities: Labwork, vehicle cleaning, Gwenni Monique, Trash.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: Vehicle prepared for return to the Trust, Annapolis.

3. Comments and interpretations:

03 Feb 1990 -- catch-up labwork.
Day's activities: Excavation of
Cecil Monique, Paula, Denise & Julie, Kristin (p.m.)

Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

2406 B, 2608 B

Comments and interpretations: No features, but fair prehistoric artifact return from 2406 B. 2608 B selected on basis of high oyster shell concentration on surface. Artifact yield very low, but oyster roasting pit found, partially exposed by the unit.

07 Feb. 1990 -- Labwork, rain
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 3/21/1990
Observer J. Guss

1. Day's activities: Travelling, mapping, Crew: Money & Trush

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 271
Project Edwin Post
Date 3/22/1990
Observer J. Grube

1. Day's activities: Travelling & mapping
   - Crew: Monique, Al, Paula, Iresh; Susan Erdt & Shana (2 hrs.)
   - Calverton School group: Matt, Wendy, Dave & James (1/2 day)
   - Visitors: Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Scrapping around house, sp., east and west sides.

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Pond
Date 3/26/1990
Observer J. Guise

1. Day's activities: Travelling
   Crew: Monique and Irish

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Scraping south and west of house

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 CU 271
Project Potomac Point
Date 3/27/1990
Observer J. Gaze

1. Day's activities: Tracing / mapping
Crew: Monique / Paul

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
Scraping east & north of structure

3. Comments and interpretations: Two large L. Dewey bowl sherds found in dozer-disturbed soils northeast of house.
Building appears to be 4-bay -- southernmost two being 10x20 ft, next 15x20 ft and northernmost 5x20 ft. There is cultural material in some of the post holes.
Picked up 5 rolls of plastic from Dye's in Great Mills.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18 A 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 3/28/1990
Observer: J. Gasb

1. Day's activities: Travelling & mapping

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   North side of house:

   Additional grid points established on northeast side of structure.
   Put down new plastic -- 3 of the 5 rolls.

   3/29 rain: worked at home
   3/30 rain: worked @ office (Fri)
   4/2-4/3 rain; muddy, worked @ office.
   Monroe finishes contract.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Pond
Date 9/5/1990
Observer J. Gursky

1. Day's activities: handstripping; mapping; soil descriptions; surface collection.
   Crew: Al, Stu.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Grave No. 14 (2906) and adjacent features.
   Collecting stripped area north and west of cemetery. Soil descriptions around house.

3. Comments and interpretations: Probable oyster roasting pit remnant found next to grave shaft at N240 East 70.
   Several Selby Bay phase rhyolite points found in dozer stripped areas. A fragmentary atlatl weight found around N100 E60 by Stu.
1. Day's activities: Clean-up and prep., for Mt. Vernon crew; collect scrap wood from condo construction area.
   Crew: Stu: 3 hrs in field, rest of day in lab.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Clean 1713; grave 2906 E.

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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1. Day’s activities: Feature excavation, mapping
   Crew: Tish, Paula, Mt. Vernon SWAT team -- Dennis Pogue
   Visitors: Al, Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   2406 E, F (grave, cotton fill)
   1713 F, ? (ash-filled pit)
   Area around shell-filled pit

3. Comments and interpretations: Two post holes found near shell-filled pit as well as squarish burned soil (Julie assisting)
   Body nearly completely exposed in 2406 F. Coffin burial, head to south & facing west, brass pin on skull. Lots of shell-tempered pottery and a complete Selby Bay phase chipped stone found in grave fill along with some mammal bone and 3/4 bucket of shell (saved as prehistoric shell pit sample).
   Several lenses excavated in 1713. All soil saved for water screening & flotation.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cr 271
Project Patent Point
Date 9/10/1990
Observer J. Grub

1. Day's activities: Grave No 14 excavation; 1713; scraping; mapping
   north end of house. Crew: Trash, Augie, Paula 'o day;
   Dennis, Esther, John, Dave, Kevin, Gretchen

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   ZA 06 E; 1713; north end of house

3. Comments and interpretations: Grave No 14 well preserved; removed 3
   soil and delivered to lab.
   All but bottom silt layer in 1713 removed; a bulbous bowl
   pipe and pig cranium (occipital region missing) and case
   bottle glass uncovered in overlying ash.
   North end of house well defined; the 5 ft bay appears
   to be a chimney hood.
   Grave Trash $15.00 to buy 4 boxes of plastic kitchen garbage
   bags for water screen samples.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 27

Project Patuxent Point

Date 4/11/1990 (Wed)

Observer L. Grob

1. Day's activities: Mapping, soil descriptions

   Crew: Nature, Paula (late p.m.)

   Visitors: Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1819 - 1816, 1611

3. Comments and interpretations:

   N.B. Soil descriptions for 1516, 1616 incomplete

   1816 inadvertently remapped & described

   1611 mapped and postholes/molds described, but burned area requires additional tunneling

   4/12/90 -- work @ office

   4/13/90 -- work @ home
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 1BCU 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 4/16/95 (Mon)
Observer J. Guzmán

1. Day's activities: Travelling, mapping
   (Crew: Paula 4pm)
   Visitors: Stu

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   East side of house

   Rhyolite biface found in tractor stripped area, west side of site.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site: 18Cy241
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 4/17/90 (Tues)
Observer: J. Garber

1. Day's activities: Hand stripping, Feature excavation
   Crew: Trish, Gretchen; Paula (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1713: east of house

3. Comments and interpretations: Excavation and documentation of 1713 completed. Bulbous pipe bowl with maker's mark on heel and broken case bottle with threaded rim found in lowest ash layer above redeposited salt. Two structural post holes (?), one intruding upon the other uncovered east of house. Also, possible searched subsoil. Large brown Rh. stoneware sherd and a copper alloy 'cover' (see below) found in dozer-striped area east of house. A wire bottle neck protrudes from original post hole; a bottle base found in disturbed soil.
1. Day's activities: Travelling, mapping, surface collecting
   Crew: Stuart
   Visitor: Julie (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - Traveled and mapped 1618
   - Surface collected N300-340/E140-200

3. Comments and interpretations: Two overlapping structural post holes in 1618, as well as prob. hearth. Artifacts including nails, bottle glass, coarse earthenware occur in post holes. Posts may have burned. Redeposited topsoil in post holes is minimal suggesting severely eroded surface when they were dug. A year (10YR 5/4) silt loam predominates and may be the original topsoil leached of organics. Possible hearth suggests a chimney bay of another structure.
   Prehistoric material systematically collected from north locus where six units had been excavated the previous summer. Dozer stripping exposed most quartz and some tuffite and pebb hammerstones. -- no diagnostics found.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 9/19/90 (Thurs.)
Observer J. Guss

1. Day's activities: Trenching & hand stripping of overburden
   Crews: A1

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   South of house in 1316 & 1216

3. Comments and interpretations: Exposing large feature south of house. Lots of bone and other cultural material visible on surface of feature; but it doesn't appear to have much depth. Re-excavation of 1316 C (without screening) reveals a shallow, flat-bottomed bench that appears to have been truncated (perhaps by plowing & erosion) along its south edge. Soils around it are difficult to define.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 4/20/90

Observer J. Green

1. Day's activities: Travelling & mapping

Crew: Paula

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1215; 1316-1317

3. Comments and interpretations: Defining horse-shoe trench, feature and post-hole/mold on its north side.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cy 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 4/24/90 Tues
Observer J. Girard

1. Day's activities: Travelling and mapping
   Crew: Shy, Trish, Julie (pm.)
   Visitors: Wayne at lunch hour.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1913-1914; 1215, 1316-1317.

3. Comments and interpretations: Completed mapping and soil descriptions
   of large horseshoe bench first encountered in 1316C.
   Substantial late 19th/20thC material on top suggests a late feature.

Took Monday 4/23/90 off.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18-C-271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 9/25/90 (Wed)
Observer J. Green

1. Day's activities: Travelling & mapping
   Areas: Gretchen, Denise, Paula
   Visitor: Julie left atomizer on site before my arrival

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 2017, 1913, 1914, 1915

   Large pit feature in 1914 with silt, shell and charcoal fill -- probably historic. Additional ambiguous anomalies in adjoining units, but they probably are not post holes, despite the historic material within.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18Cr271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 4/28/90
Observer J. Gebb

1. Day's activities: Clean-up of 1710-11/1610-11

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) 1710-11/1610-11 (shell filled pt)

3. Comments and interpretations: Clean-up in preparation for excavation next week. Lots of bone, and 17th-20th c. material. Four bags of material, roughly sorted, collected from screened soil taken from above shell
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 1/27/90 (Fri)
Observer J. [Note]

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation

Grew: Trash

Visitors: Julie, walk-in from condo.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1914E

3. Comments and interpretations: HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!!

One year in the field at Patuxent Point.

1914E is colonial period pit with 2 buckets of whole oyster shell, some burned, and lots of fish, pig, deer andpossibly sheep bone. Plenty of charcoal throughout, but no evidence of in situ burning. All shell saved. Also, fire-cracked rock abundant. If it is a roasting pit, there is no evidence of a fire having been struck within.

4/30 - 5/1/1990 work at home
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 5/2/1990
Observer J. G.

1. Day's activities: 1710E: Munsells of 1919 profile (Julie)

Crew: Henry, Tim, Silas, Gretchen

Visitors: Julie (zinc)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1710E: Shell layer

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 03 May 1990
Observer J. Gies

1. Day's activities: Excavation

Currier Silas, AI; Henry (am)
Visitors: Julie (am)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1710 G, J and L
1914 F, G and

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Silas, Henry (a.m.) Abandoned field 11:30 a.m. due to rain. Visitors: Julie (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Shell layer removed as 1914 G. cleaned and photographed feature. 1914 H remains to be excavated.

   South half of square post hole in shell feature removed as 1710 N. No visible mold yet, but oyster shell appears to have been placed purposefully within and bottom of hole is regular.

   Julie borrowed transit, tripod, tool box, c. tapes and shovels for use at Susquehanna.
1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: None
   Visitors: Alice Jones, Scott Sassier (3pm)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1914 H, 1710 M (Level 2) and N.

3. Comments and interpretations: Complete excavation and documentation of 1914 H. North-south contour of excavated feature drawn. 1710 -- Henry's profile (1710N) taken back an additional 10 ft, but no post mold discernable. The dark brown silt fill (1710 M) was then taken down another level to the top of the oyster shell. Shell, most whole valves, found across virtually the entire bottom of the feature; vertical along sides and horizontal in the middle. No evidence of a post mold.
Jefferson Patterson Park &
Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 07 May 1990
Observer J. Garo

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: None
   Visitors: Al (pm)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1710P, 1710R and 1710S

3. Comments and interpretations:
   Removal of shell layer 1710 P after planview was drawn. Remaining oyster shell and dark brown silt removed, exposing irregularly contoured bottom. New planview drawn as well as a section (north-south) of excavated post hole. Silt layer fill in large pit visible throughout sides of post hole except for some undisturbed subsoil in northern third. Post post-dated filling of hole and, apparently, was removed rather than decaying in place.

   1710 R is a conical intrusion of uncertain origin.

   1710S is dark brown/brown silt layer & lots of charcoal; burned daub. Some fish/mammal bone, thin glass, large Rheinich blue/grey shard and a 1½” straight pin.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18CV271
Project Pohorund Point
Date 08 May 1990
Observer J. Guzik

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
Crew: Stu, Gretchen, Paula
Visitors: Julie (a.m. / p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Lower layer in NE quad (1710T)
producing little besides large quantity of burned clay
and some bottle glass. Appears to be near bottom of
feature E only as thin, intermittent loessic silt
interveining.

1610E producing lots of large mammal bone (Esch, Sus
Cervus), raccoon teeth, some fish, lots of bottle glass
and ceramics and some iron and copper alloy artifacts.
Large pan-shaped iron artifact and a late brick bat
found in upper .40 ft of shell, but little else in the
way of late 19th/20th C material. Nails are all handforged.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 Cu 271
Project: Patuxent Pound
Date: 09 May 1990
Observer: J. Gibson

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation.

Crew: Stu, Al, Paula

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Continued rich return on bone and 17th c. artifacts from shell layer. Shell is loosely packed and percolation considerable.

10 May 1990 Rain day--work at home
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 11 May 1990 (Fri)

Observer J. Grier

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation and preparation
   Crew: Stu; Abbie (p.m.)
   Visitors: Julie; new resident of farmhouse

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1610 E; 1215; 1710 profile cleaning

3. Comments and interpretations: Return from 1610 E still considerable.
   Strata in 1710 profile poorly defined
Jefferson Patterson Park &
Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 12 May 1990
Observer J. Garza

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation and documentation
   Crew: Henry, Kent, Leona, Abbie, Diane, Tony, Claude, Gary Schaeffer,
   Sally, Alice, Paula, Jane, Tyler, Julie (early am/late p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1610 G: 1215 E, F, G: 1710 profile: 1316 H
   
   
   
   

3. Comments and interpretations: Henry worked 1910 profile and documented it with Julie.
   Trash deposit found in intervening dk Baked tuff between layers of shell in 1610; consists of several deer hooves (metapodial, tine, long bone indet) N. Devon. Rheumah Brown jug handle and neck rim and case bottle frags.
   Channeted and lozenge lens in 1215 (northwest quad) is red herring and was dug through general silt fill. Produced brick frags, cut nails and decayed timber. No cut nails. Southeast quad was shallow for the most part, but a well-defined precipice cut into subsoil was encountered near the center. Lot of brick and pebbles could be seen. Basal fragment of a Selby Bay phase lanceolate fluted point and two large prehistoric sherds collected.
   1316 H-- a dark brown silt loam with crushed shell-- was excavated exposing a sloping leached silt layer. Some 17th century material recovered.
DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 13 May 1990 (Sun, Mom's Day)
Observer J. Giese

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation and documentation
   Crew: Abbie, Kent; Leara; Julie (a.m.); Scott; Alice (p.m.)
   Visitors: Pat Hall; her two children

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1610 G, 1710 profile/soil descriptions
   1316 H clean-up

3. Comments and interpretations: Possible late posthole and midden in 1316 H.
   Trash concentration in 1810 G removed separately.
   Profile soil descriptions for 1710 completed.
   Rain forced abandonment of field 2/11 a.m., worked in lab washing artifacts in afternoon.
   Julie requests:
   i) list of 5-6 things to do in closing weeks of project
   ii) my dissertation research plans and needs
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 14 May 1990 (Mon)
Observer J. GIBB

1. Day's activities: On-site inspection by Calvert Co. Highway Dept (B&L) with Stu Reeve.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) No fieldwork due to muddy condition.

3. Comments and interpretations: Site is fairly muddy from downpour of previous evening. Brad was shown the work that we want done: i.e., moving backdirt piles/ winnowing. Doesn't foresee any problem. This operator will be on-site 8am Wed.

Remainder of day spent at home working on Patit-Compton phasezone analysis.
1. Day's activities: Feature excavation, Paperwork review & completion
   Crew: Stuart
   Visitors: Paula

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1410 G

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Stripping by County Feature excavation
   Crew: Al, Paula
   Front-end loader operator: John; Supervisor: Brad.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1610 H

3. Comments and interpretations: Blade and indeterminate metal
   recovered from 1610 H, which is similar, but slightly
   lighter in color and texture, to 1610 G.

   17-18 May -- days off

   21 May 1990; labwork -- fieldwork suspended due
to poor weather.

   21 May -- Julie informs me grader due this week.
   22 May -- memo to Julie regarding plans for final three weeks.
   Gretchen working in lab.
   Attended county historic preservation awards presentation.
   23 May -- work in lab

   24 May -- Jamestown Conference
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cr 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 25 May 1990
Observer J. G. C.

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Abbie, Al, Stu

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1610 H, 1711 H-K

3. Comments and interpretations: Removal of 1610 H exposing leached silt and subsoil. Some terra cotta pipe bowl fragments found just above subsoil. Also aboriginal/colonial pottery.
1. Day’s activities: Feature Excavation
   Crew: Steve Israel; Alice & Scott (p.m.), Al (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1711 L, 1610 NW

3. Comments and interpretations: Profiles -- east and north --
   drawn for 1610 NW quad
   1711 L, post hole #3 and mold/east half, excavated
   29 May 1990 -- heavy rain all day, worked at home
   30 May 1990 -- site muddy, worked in office
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 31 May 1990
Observer J. Garb

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Stu, Al, Paula, Karen Lewand.
   Visitors: Trish (2pm)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1710 W (oyster shell layer)

3. Comments and interpretations: Site still muddy, but workable in a.m.
   Unit produced a great deal of shell and bone, as well as ceramics and bottle glass. Nearly 300 lamb values retained for analysis as well as two buckets of shell/sand mix for flotation. Two large red brick lots found near bottom of shell near east profile. No 19th/20th C material noted. Fifty-one buckets of material removed, 32 of which were oyster shell.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 01 June 1990
Observer J. Greene

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Alan, Paula, Denise, Monica Blodgett (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

   1710 X 118 Y; 1610 K

   (List additional areas and levels worked)

3. Comments and interpretations: Coin and pewter cufflinks found in 1610 K
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site  18 Cv 291
Project  Patuxent Point
Date  02 June 1990
Observer  J. Gibb

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation

Court: Denise; Alice; Scott (late a.m.)
Visitors: Al, tracker living in end condo.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1711L, 1610K

3. Comments and interpretations: Completed east half/section of 1711L exposing entirety of post hole. Recovered 3 pcs. of Colono-American ware.

Continued removal of 1610K (oyster shell).
Al found a lead alloy colonial buckle frontpiece on bankdirt pile, north end of site.

03 June 1990 -- Children's Day @ NPPM
1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Stu; Denise; Henry Miller (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Ho10K

3. Comments and interpretations: Cluster of debris found at lowest point in shell layer near the center of the pit.
   A bucket of screened soil taken for flotation.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site: 18 CV 271
Project: Patuxent Point
Date: 05 June 1990 (Tues)
Observer: L. Cagg

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation

Queen: Stu, Trish, Gretchen, Denise; Karen Llewain (late p.m.)
Visitors: Al (p.m.); Wayne (Noon)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1610 L, 1711 L, 1711 S

3. Comments and interpretations: Discussed Paula's attempt to solicit

Company funding.

DK. For Site 40 layer (L) in 1610 producing large fragments of un-glazed bowl base and bottle glass.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Initials</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Returned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 June: Karen, Davis, Trish, Alice, Scott</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit: Family referred by JRM.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 June: Henry, Virginia Busby, Andrew Veach, Ed Chang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey, Jessica, Denise, Paula, Abigail, Trish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor: Stu to pick-up mileage log.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 June: At, Paula, Denise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postholes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 June: Stu, Paula, Denise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postholes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ERE/mme

7-30-86
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Pabuxent Point
Date 19 June 1990
Observer J. Carey

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Shy, Paula, Abbie
   Visitors: Wayne (p.m.), Julie (late p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1718 completed
   1909 completed
   1711 P-S completed
   1810 E/F completed

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 28 June 1990
Observer J. Greene

1. Day's activities: Feature definition, grading and mapping.
   Crew: Kay (aim), Sue, Paula
   Visitors: M. Tillett & two students

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Area east of house

3. Comments and interpretations:
   ...
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum

**DAILY FIELD JOURNAL**

**Site**: 18 Cy 291

**Project**: Patuxent Point

**Date**: 24 June 1990

**Observer**: J. Garb

---

1. **Day's activities:** Feature excavation
   
   Crew: Dennis Purp, Esther Wade, John, Kevin, Dave, Christy, Sandy, Anna Jean, 'Lou', Kim, Keri, Matt, Gretchen, Julie (late pm.)

2. **Areas and levels worked or supervised:** (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   
   Grave No 15
   
   Center posts of structure
   
   Side wall posts

3. **Comments and interpretations:** Possible post replacement noted

   Grave No 15
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 25 June 1990 (Mon)
Observer J. Garby

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation (a.m.) (Pm)
   Crew: Dennis, Esther, Kevin, Dave, Dave, Motin, Christy, Sandy, Ann
   (a.m.) (Pm) (a.m.) (Pm)
   Jean, Lou, Kim, Ken, Matt, Abbie, Paula, Julie, Sam
   (a.m.) (Pm) (Irish

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Worked till 8 pm removing woman
   and unborn fetus from Grave No. 15


1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Kay, Susan, Sally; Christopher, Paula, Al
   Visitors: Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Pastelada
   Grading (SHA, Mr. Beal, Alex)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site  18 Cr 271
Project  Patuxent Point
Date  27 June 1990 (Wed)
Observer  J. Green

1. Day's activities: Feature definition & grading
Crew: Kay, Susan, Sue Fredt/ Shana/ Dave; Peggy & Kim (1:30 p.m.)
Al, Paula, Sue

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Feature definition east of structure
   Grading (e.g.,)

3. Comments and interpretations: Ground baked hard and dry--
   definition of features difficult.
1. Day's activities: Feature definition and excavation. Preparation for Mr. Vernon crew.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Restore excavation
   Crew: Stu, Paula, Denise

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: Hall H, 1610/1710 clean-up

3. Comments and interpretations:
Feature excavation

Crew: Stu, Denise, Al, Tosh, Abbie, Karen Lowand, Paula

Units: 1610, 1711, 1810E, 1909E

1711R and 1810E indeterminate functions.

1810E filled with burned daub, but little else.

1711R contains upper layer of mottled silty loam and lower layer of mottled, chunky subsoil/prob. daub. One button & some nails out of the latter.
Daily Log
07 June 1990

Feature excavation

Crew: Stu, Denise, Ali, Karen Davis (1/2)

1610 R-5, 1711S, mapping rock cluster 1909E

Afternoon mtg. with Wayne at Park to discuss county grant and scheduling.
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 10 June 1990 (Sun)
Observer J. GIBB

1. Day's activities: Feature definition and preparation
   Crew: Karen Davis, Trish, Alice & Scott
   Visitors: extended family referred by JPPM

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   House post holes

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cr 291
Project Patuxent Point
Date 11 June 1990
Observer J. Giures

1. Day's activities: Post hole excavation

Group: Denise, Paula, Jimbo, Abigail, St. Mary's City crew -- Henry Miller, Ed Chaney, Virginia, Andrew Reach, Audrey, Jessica

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

1916, 1816, 1718, 1618

3. Comments and interpretations: Poor definition of west side of post mold 1916E, as well as irregularities in 1618E and 1718E, suggests post removal; viz., dismantling of structure.
1. Day's activities: Feature excavation/documentation
   Crew: Denise, Paula, Al • Stay: Gretchen in lab.

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   House post holes: pit 1916 E/H

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 13 June 1990

Observer J. Gibbs

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation & documentation
   Crew: Stu, Paula, Denise

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   House post-holes

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park &
Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation & documentation
   Crew: Stu, Liz, Alice, Lyda, Reeve (a.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   1618 H, J; 1718 E/G; 1716 G/H

3. Comments and interpretations:
1. Day's activities: Trampling & mapping
   Crew: Stu, Paula
   Visitors: Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Trampling graded surface west of cemetery

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park &
Museum

DAILY FIELD JOURNAL

Site 18CV271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 03 July 1990
Observer J. Giesly

1. Day's activities: Travelling; mapping
   Crew: Ste, Trash: Denise (p.m.)
   Visitors: Julie

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Travelling, graded surface, west of cemetery
   Organization of documents

3. Comments and interpretations:
   04 July 1990 -- no work
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 10 Gr 271

Project Patuxent Point

Date 06 July 1990

Observer J.Gibbs

1. Day's activities: Documentation; excavation of structural post holes

Owner: Steve Israel

Visitors: Julie, Allanish

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cr 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 06 July 1990
Observer J. Gentry

1. Day's activities: Travelling & mapping

   Crew: Denise

   Visitors: Julie (a.m.), Paula & Gloria Oakwood (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.) Travelling west of cemetery.

3. Comments and interpretations: No additional graves encountered, nor convincing features.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 CV 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 09 July 1990
Observer J. B. Jones

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Stu, Trish, Abbi, David Turcowski (a.m.)
   Dawn, Paula (a.m.), Denise (p.m.)
   Visitors: Mr. Reel (SHA)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 10 July 1990
Observer J. Case

1. Day's activities: Feature excavation
   Crew: Stu, Erin Riley
   Visitor: Julie (p.m.)

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   Shell pit in Grav 15
   Postholes
   Post Mold 1618 K - contained wood post

3. Comments and interpretations:
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Potomac Point
Date 11 July 1990
Observer J. Giff BSM

1. Day’s activities: Feature excavation

crew: stu, Denise, kay

Visitors:

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Julie called 7:30 a.m. -- will arrive in p.m. to pick-up van keys.

A per DES

excavation begun on amorphous shell/daub
feature N.O.F large shell-filled borrow pit.
Intrusive postmold/hole 15'8 E/F - completed
shelf. Main areas of site secured w/ plastic etc. etc. Jim Gibb’s last official
field day.
7/24/90
Crew: Shy Trash Denise Gretchen
Visitors: Julie, Paula and A. Hutchins, Margie Hunt
Scraped 2309, 2310 & 2311 -- no features encountered.
4th grave encountered (in 2606); large shell pit may
be a grave as well making 5 in a row.

7/25/90
Crew: Denise Shy Julie Paula
Scraped around 2110 E to define, but with little
success. Lots of colonial material coming up--; bagged
as top of feature
Prehistoric hearth 2213 E gridded and prepared for
excavation.
Jefferson Patterson Park & Museum
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Site 18 Cv 271
Project Patuxent Point
Date 17 August 1990
Observer PJM

1. Day’s activities: Feature excavation, cross-sections, photography

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)

3. Comments and interpretations: Cleaned up, photographed. 1616 W. (Small chunk - full of shell feature W/N of ash-filled pit)
   Removed N half first to reveal shallow, bowl-bottomed oval depression. Two layers of fill, one possibly wash (relatively sterile), observed but removed as
   (1) Large quantity of shell, some bone and colonial artifacts (e.g., cobalt-decorated TCEW, flint et cetera).
   Ai continued work on post-hole complex at SW corner of main structure. Completed the
   removal of N half and recording. Few artifacts - nails, fragments, doubt, carbon. Small fence (?) post
   which intruded structural hole had basically been completed (N half) on 15 August 1990. Structural
   post hole had basically flat bottom, w/ post placed at the west end. Need to re-map plan view as
   hole is somewhat larger than originally shown.
   "Pete" continued work on glass filled 1618 W.

4. BACK.

"1713 CC, DD EXCAVATION/CROSS SECTION"
1616 T. W.: Denise Stephenson (Br. Sh, KP, TCEW)
1515 E/E: Al Lawson, DES
1618 W: "Pete" Newberg, PJM (Br. Sh)
   (Sections 1616 & 1515 are shown on same piece of graph paper.)
Broken bottles bases encountered at close of work Wednesday 15 August 1990. were cleaned up, photographed (and removed w/ soil support. Glass may be beyond hope, but it seemed worth the effort. No time to complete section in the p.m.

Mucky feature N of large shell feature uncovered but filled with water. Dried out. No excavation.

To Do:

- Section 1618 M-W
- Replot 1515 E/S
- ** Feature mis-named. Base must be changed to reflect correction (PJN - 17 Aug 90)
- Incorrect label = 1611 T/W
- Correct label = 1713 CC/DD

*Note: (1) Roll of Plus-X 125/36 completed today.*
1. Day's activities: Traveling, remapping, excavating features

2. Areas and levels worked or supervised: (List all areas, levels, artifact lots, and features.)
   - 1309 J (Post Hole)
   - 1309 K (Post Hole)
   - 1310 E
   - 1409 E
   - 1410 J

3. Comments and interpretations: We returned to Patuxent Point today to map possible post holes and excavate them. It was unclear whether these post holes were 17th or 19th/20th century in date. Ed Chancy and I came to the site last night, 5/19/92, to re-set/check our grid. When we came to the site today, it appears that development of the location is beginning. Sediment chart was being put in. The contractors allowed us to work in our squares. Began by noting and traveling units 1309/1310/1409/1410. Rephotographed and remapped features had changed, but not drastically.

1309 J/K: this was a post hole/mold that was believed to be 20th c. Jim Gibb?

Although Turowski began excavating it, when Jim noted it contained wire/cut nails, he abandoned excavation. I directed Paula & Carolyn to finish excavating it so that I could record it. I chose to record it so there would be no confusion later about the feature.

1409 E: This feature was not recorded in '89. We recorded it, and Paula excavated it. The feature was very very thin with a "modern" feel. This feature may very well be modern, trampled down shell refuse from our previous excavation.

1310 E: Jim Gibb excavated this. While he excavated it in sections, he did not record it in sections, but took out both halves. So the depth of unit...
feature and its appearance were not recorded. Jim Gibbs suggests it was a post hole in the prov card.

14105: Ed excavated this feature, which we felt might might be a 17th century post hole/other type of feature. It contained only 17th c. artifacts, as we could tell by washing it up. The feature is intruded on its east side by root disturbance. As excavation proceeded, the feature "squared up" and Ed felt it might be a hole for a concrete footer.

Worked until 6.